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Rustenburg – On Sunday, the 22nd of May 2011, at approximately 19h15, as explained by eye witnesses, “a
Golf came out of no-where, at a heck of a speed …hit
someone in the ditch next to the road and smashed into
a tree…”
At this stage is it speculated that the driver was Àeeing
from someone, as he carried an unlicensed ¿re-arm in his
vehicle. He was travelling from direction Swartruggens,

Pedestrian Killed
Rustenburg – Two pedestrians were on their way home
after collecting ¿re-wood when one of the two was hit by
a Toyota Condor.
The Condor entered a slipstream from the N4, near
Stay-Easy, direction Waterfall Mall when the accident
occurred around 17h00.
According to eye witnesses on scene, the pedestrian
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entered the Leherutse Road, and lost control over his
Golf. He allegedly swerved off the road, “Àew” through
the ditch, hitting ¿ve people… even this did not stop the
vehicle. His car only came to a standstill across the road,
where he crashed into a tree.
The driver of the Golf did not sustain any injuries, but of
the ¿ve individuals he hit, one was seriously injured including open tibia and ¿bula fractures and multiple chest
injuries. The second person died on scene before medics
could be reached.
SAPS are investigating this accident.

“walked right in front of the Condor” and there was not
enough time for the Condor to swing out to prevent an
accident. However, SAPS is still investigating this case.
The pedestrian died prior to the arrival of paramedics.
The second pedestrian sustained no injuries.
The Condor included four occupants of which three
sustained no injuries. The fourth occupant, sitting in the
front passenger’s side, sustained serious face lacerations due to the impact on his window.
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11 Cobalt Street, Rustenburg
Trading Hours: Monday to Thursday 08:00 - 17:00
Friday 08:00 - 12:00 & 14:00 - 17:00 * Saturdays 08:00 - 13:00

